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CASE REPORT
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Abstract
Human papillomavirus (HPV) infection has been suggested as a potential
risk factor for Bowen's disease. Here, we report a case of a 40‐year‐old man
with Bowen's disease on the finger showing a discontinuous skip lesion, in
which HPV‐34 was detected. Our case is a reminder that the possibility of
multiple lesions must be considered when Bowen's disease occurs on the
finger.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Human papillomavirus (HPV) infection has been sug-
gested as a potential risk factor for Bowen's disease, a
cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) in situ.1

HPV type is classified into five genera (α, β, γ, μ, and ν),
and mucosal high‐risk α‐HPV type, such as HPV‐16, has
been most highly detected in the lesion.1,2 Here, we
report a case of Bowen's disease on the finger with a
discontinuous skip lesion, in which HPV‐34 was detec-
ted from both lesions.

2 | CASE REPORT

A 40‐year‐old man visited our hospital complaining of
brown plaques on the dorsal side of the right middle
finger (Figure 1a, left). The plaque was round, flat, well‐
demarcated, and 12 mm in diameter. The clinical dif-
ferential diagnosis includes seborrhoeic keratosis, wart,
nevus, psoriasis, pigmented actinic keratosis, and basal
cell carcinoma.3 Skin biopsy revealed that atypical
basaloid cells replaced the full thickness of the
epidermis, and some clumping cells and individual cell
keratinization were observed (Figure 1b), suggesting the
diagnosis of Bowen's disease. He had no history of HPV‐

associated tumours in the anogenital area. We excised
the lesion with a 3 mm margin and covered it with skin
grafting (Figure 1a, middle). The surgical margin was
negative. We observed the lesion every 3 months after
the surgery. One year later, we noticed that brown pla-
que had enlarged on the periungual area of the right
middle finger (Figure 1a, right). We shaved the lesion,
and the histological examination revealed that this lesion
was also consistent with Bowen's disease. A polymer-
ase chain reaction was performed with the consensus
primers MY09/MY11, which amplifies a large number of
HPV types from the L1 region, and HPV‐34 was detected
from both the first and second excised lesions.

3 | DISCUSSION

The noteworthy feature of this case is the discontinuous
spread of multiple Bowen's disease lesions on the
same finger amidst normal skin. HPV‐34 was identified
in both lesions, indicating the possibility of an HPV
infection following minor trauma as the cause of the
periungual skip lesion. This case serves as a valuable
reminder of the infectious nature of Bowen's disease.

Approximately 30% of Bowen's disease cases are
associated with HPV, with a higher incidence observed
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in cases affecting the finger, nail, and genital area.4 The
most common HPV subtype found in ungual and peri-
ungual Bowen's disease/SCC is HPV‐16, and most of
the other HPV subtypes detected in these Bowen's
disease belong to high‐risk α‐HPV oncogenic clade.1

HPV‐34 is also classified as α‐HPV5 and was first
identified from Bowen's disease on the finger6 as seen
in our case. A previous study has shown that the
expression levels of Ki‐67 and p16INK4a, cell prolifera-
tion markers, are significantly higher in α‐HPV‐associ-
ated digital Bowen's disease/SCC as compared with
HPV‐negative tumours, suggesting the presence of
high‐risk α‐HPV in digital Bowen's disease/SCC is
associated with high local invasiveness.7 Therefore,
Bowen's disease on the finger should be carefully
evaluated for the possibility of multiple lesions and high
local invasiveness.

The potential for HPV to spread is especially rele-
vant in digital Bowen's disease. In our case, we initially
overlooked the small periungual skip lesion, which can
be observed retrospectively in the pictures (Figure 1a,
arrows). A literature review conducted by Riddel et al.
indicated that multiple cases of digital Bowen's disease
are typically found on different fingers,1 making our
case unique. The peri‐ and/or subungual lesions of the
distal digits are the primary sites of HPV‐associated
Bowen's disease/SCC outside the genital area,8 likely
due to the fingertips' susceptibility to minor trauma and
frequent contact with the genital area. As such, when
Bowen's disease is observed on the fingers, examina-
tion of not only the patient's genital lesions but also
those of their sexual partner is recommended.1

In conclusion, we should remind the infectious
aspect of Bowen's disease, especially when it appears
on the finger. This consideration is especially important
during lesion excision to prevent the oversight of mul-
tiple lesions and secondary HPV infections around the
surgical site.
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